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Abstract

Using a novel dataset for the US states, this paper examines whether household debt and the

protracted debt deleveraging help explain the dismal performance of US consumption since 2007

in the aftermath of the housing bubble. By separating the concepts of deleveraging and debt

overhang – a flow and a stock effect – we find that excessive indebtedness exerted a meaningful

drag on consumption over and beyond income and wealth effects. The overall impact, however, is

modest – around one-sixth of the slowdown in consumption between 2000-06 and 2007-12 – and

mostly driven by states with particularly large imbalances in their household sector. This might

be indicative of non-linearities, whereby indebtedness begins to bite only when misalignments

from sustainable debt dynamics become excessive.

Keywords: Household deleveraging, Debt overhang, Consumption function, Housing wealth.
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Non-technical summary

The leveraging and subsequent deleveraging cycle in the US household sector played a significant

role in affecting the performance of economic activity in the years around the Great Recession. A

growing body of theoretical and empirical studies have thus focused on explaining to what extent

and through which channels the excessive build-up of debt and the deleveraging phase might have

contributed to depress economic activity and consumption growth. In this context, our study

adds to the recent strand of literature on household finance, such as Mian and Sufi (2010), Mian

et al. (2013), and Dynan (2012), by modelling separately the effects of two distinct concepts of

debt on US consumption growth: deleveraging, a flow concept, related to the persistent declines

in the debt-to-income ratio, and the debt overhang, which refers to the stock of debt in excess

of an estimated equilibrium.

We use panel regression techniques applied to a novel dataset with prototype estimates of per-

sonal consumption expenditures at the state-level for the 51 US states (including the District

of Columbia) over the 1999Q1-2012Q4 period. Our consumption function includes not only the

main determinants as used in traditional consumption functions, but it also has a role for debt

and its misalignment from equilibrium.

Our main finding suggests that the excessive indebtedness of US households and the balance-

sheet adjustment that followed have had a meaningful negative impact on consumption growth

over and beyond the traditional effects from income and wealth around the time of the Great

Recession and the early years of the recovery. The effect at the national level, however, seems

to be of a modest size – around one-sixth of the slowdown in consumption between 2000-06 and

2007-12 – and mostly driven by the states with particularly large imbalances in their household

sector. This might be indicative of non-linearities, whereby indebtedness begins to bite only

when there is a sizeable misalignment from the debt level dictated by economic fundamentals.

We argue that the nature of the indebtedness determines what is the ultimate impact of debt

on consumption. Against the background of the on-going recovery in the United States, where

the deleveraging process appears to be already over at the US national level, one might expect

household debt to support consumption growth going forward, as long as the increase in debt

does not lead to a widening of the debt gap.
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1 Introduction and literature review

The onset of the Great Recession broadly coincided with the start of a protracted period of

debt reduction in the US household sector (Figure B.1 in Appendix B). This deleveraging pro-

cess has been commonly cited as a reason for the pronounced slump in consumption and the

subsequent sluggish recovery of the US economy. In this context, a growing body of theoretical

and empirical studies have focused on explaining to what extent and through which channels

the excessive build-up of debt and the deleveraging phase might have contributed to depress

economic activity and consumption growth. Our study sheds further light on this debate. One

important innovation of our paper is in singling out the effect on consumption coming from

excessive indebtedness, or the portion of debt which exceeds an estimated equilibrium level.

From a theoretical standpoint, the relationship between consumption and debt is not clearly

defined. In the standard life-cycle permanent income hypothesis framework, individuals smooth

consumption over the life cycle by means of a single asset, which they can borrow or lend freely.

Consumption, C, is a function of wealth, W, and permanent income, Y :

C = αW + βY (1)

where α and β are the marginal propensities to consume out of wealth and income, respectively.

In this setup, credit fluctuations have no particular role in explaining consumption dynamics.

Over time, the literature has devoted increasingly attention to examining the deviations from, or

alternatives to the standard life-cycle model of consumption. This has opened conceptual chan-

nels through which other factors beyond the “traditional” ones could determine consumption.

As pointed out by Jappelli and Pagano (1989), the presence of liquidity-constrained households

implies departures from the life-cycle model of consumption, setting the stage for a link be-

tween consumption and credit fluctuations. For example, in the framework described by Hall

(2011), liquidity-constrained households always borrow up to the maximum allowed by lenders.

Their consumption equals available funds each period, in turn given by current income, I, plus

the change in borrowing, Debtt-Debtt−1, less interest payments on debt in the previous period,

Interestt*Debtt−1:

Ct = It + ∆Debtt − Interestt ∗Debtt−1 (2)

This implies that consumption for a large portion of US households may be driven by both

changes in leverage and by the stock of outstanding debt.1 In a similar vein, Guerrieri and

Lorenzoni (2011) and Eggertsson and Krugman (2012) have proposed models in which the

overhang of debt may depress aggregate demand as debt-constrained agents are forced into

deleveraging. It is worthwhile emphasising that the trigger for such deleveraging may come

from both the supply-side – for example, due to the tightening of credit restrictions – but

also from the demand side. Eggertsson and Krugman (2012) have also argued that household

1Defining liquidity-constrained households as those with holdings of net liquid assets being less than two
months of income, Hall (2011) reports that 74% of the US households fall into this category, based on the 2007
Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF).
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attitudes towards leverage may change over time, perhaps abruptly. Similarly, Dynan (2012) and

Dynan and Edelberg (2013) point out that households may become uncomfortable with their

indebtedness relative to some targeted level of leverage, or behavioural benchmark. Changes in

credit constraints or in the proportion of credit-constrained households, as well as in households’

attitudes towards leverage, provide the grounds for a connection between debt and consumption.

The sign of the effect of household leverage on consumption is debated in the literature, with

empirical studies pointing to mixed results. Two alternative hypotheses compete in explaining

the nature and sign of this relationship (McCarthy 1997). On the one side is the “benign” view on

debt, according to which increases in household indebtedness are driven by expectations of higher

future incomes, implying that household debt and consumption would tend to rise simultaneously

in “good times”. Along the same lines, if a protracted recession lowers permanently income

expectations, households would reduce both consumer spending and leverage. This strand of

literature typically focuses on the flow concept of debt, where the main focus is the assessment

of the impact of changes in debt on consumption growth. On the other side of the spectrum is

the “alarmist” view on debt. According to this view, high debt burdens constrain households to

reduce consumption in order to strengthen balance sheets and correct for past excessive leverage.

This would point to a negative relationship between consumption and debt. In contrast with the

first view, here the literature has focused more on the effect of the debt stock on consumption.

Empirical studies have tested these two competing hypotheses, typically by examining whether

debt has any significant effect on consumption once accounting for the traditional determinants,

such as income and wealth. Table 1 summarises the empirical evidence along the lines of whether

the findings support the “benign”, or the “alarmist” view on debt. The studies presented in

Table 1 did not, however, place a great emphasis on the difference between the two potentially

competing concepts of debt, the flow versus the stock effect.

The first group of studies in Table 1 support the “benign” hypothesis, generally reporting a

positive relationship between changes in debt and consumption growth. Maki (2002) and Mc-

Carthy (1997) found that increases in household debt are significantly and positively associated

with consumer spending in the United States, possibly due to rising optimism about future

income growth. By the same token, Ludvigson (1999) and Bacchetta and Gerlach (1997) show

that credit variables help to predict US consumption expenditure growth, while Antzoulatos

(1996) finds that periods of rising consumer debt help to signal surges in US consumption, with

a tendency of OECD forecasts to under-predict consumption growth during periods of increas-

ing debt-to-income ratio. It is worthwhile noting that these studies focused on aggregate data.

Moreover, most of them date back to the second half of the 1990s, so they exclude the period of

the strong build-up and ensuing correction of US household indebtedness which occurred with

the start of the new millennium.

Empirical studies in the second group support the “alarmist” hypothesis of household debt,

with the stock effect generally being given priority, where typically consumption is regressed on

the stock of debt. Some of these cover the more recent period and find supporting evidence

that high household debt (and the subsequent deleveraging) was responsible for the large drop

in US consumption around the 2007-2009 recession. For example, using household-level data,

Dynan (2012) and Dynan and Edelberg (2013) report that high leverage contributed in a sig-
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nificantly negative way to weaken consumer spending growth or household spending plans, even

after accounting for the traditional explanatory factors such as negative wealth effects. More

specifically, Dynan (2012) finds that an increase of 10% in the household’s mortgage leverage

ratio is associated with a reduction in annual consumption growth of a few tenths of a percent-

age point. Using geographic data from the United States, Mian and Sufi (2010) find that high

household debt built up in some US counties during the housing boom led to weaker economic

conditions in those counties in the early part of the recovery, whereas Mian et al. (2013) estimate

a larger response of consumption to negative wealth shocks for households with higher leverage.

Analysis based on household-level data by Cooper (2012) also points to a negative relationship

between leverage and consumption, even though there is little evidence that this relationship

has changed during the Great Recession from the period that preceded it.

Table 1: Empirical studies on the impact of debt on consumption

Benign view on debt (+ impact on C) Alarmist view on debt (- impact on C)

Study Method/model Sample Study Method/model Sample

Antzoulatos (1996)
C forecast errors re-
gressed on consumer
debt

US aggregate data
and OECD forecasts
(1967-1994)

Mishkin (1976)
C=f(W, I, debt), IV
estimation

US aggregate data
(1954-1972)

Bacchetta and
Gerlach (1997)

C=f(I, debt, con-
trols), IV estimation

Panel for 5 OECD
countries, including
US (1970-1995)

Ogawa and
Wan (2007)

C=f(W, I, debt, con-
trols), OLS

Japan micro data
from NSFIE (1989,
1994, 1999)

Ludvigson (1999)
C=f(I, interest,
debt), IV estimation

US aggregate data
(1953-1993)

Dynan (2012)

C=f(W, I, debt,
UR), cross section
regressions, IV
estimation

US micro data from
PSID (2005, 2007,
2009)

Maki (2002)
C=f(W, I, interest,
debt), ECM

US aggregate data
(1962-1999)

Dynan and
Edelberg (2013)

C=f(W, I, debt, con-
trols), probit regres-
sions

US micro data, sur-
vey responses from
SCF (2007-2009)

McCarthy (1997)
VAR model (C, W,
debt)

US aggregate data
(1960-1996)

Mian and Sufi
(2010)

C=f(W,I, debt, con-
trols), cross section
regressions, IV esti-
mation

US county-level
data (2002-2009)

Mian, Rao and
Sufi (2013)

C=f(W, I, debt, con-
trols), IV estimation

US county and
zip-code level data
(2006-2009)

Cooper (2012)

C=f(W, I, debt
decline as indicator
variable), regression
analysis

US agg. data (2003-
2011) and micro
data from PSID
(2001-2009)

Olney (1999)
C=f(W, I, debt),
OLS and ML

US aggregate data
(1919-1941); pos-
itive effect over
1938-1941

Olney (1999)
C=f(W, I, debt),
OLS and ML

US aggregate data
(1919-1941); nega-
tive effect over 1919-
1932

Notes: The estimated impact is based on variables which may differ from one study to another. An attempt is made to group the different
proxies used based on the theoretical concepts which they represent, in order to summarise the studies succinctly. In the table above, C
denotes personal consumption; I – income or personal disposable income; W – household assets or net wealth; debt – household debt or
consumer credit; interest – interest rates; UR – unemployment rate. ML stands for maximum likelihood and IV for instrumental variables.
PSID is the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, SCF is the the Survey of Consumer Finances and NSFIE is the National Survey of Family
Income and Expenditure.

The findings of a negative impact of debt on consumption are not limited to empirical studies

analysing the more recent slump in US consumption around the Great Recession. Using aggre-

gate US data, Mishkin (1976) found that increases in consumer liabilities prove to be a deterrent

to consumer durable purchases, reporting that 1 USD of additional debt held at the beginning

of a period reduces purchases of durables by 22 cents in the same period. In a study covering

the period around the Great Depression, Olney (1999) reports that debt had a negative effect

on consumption over 1919-1932, but a positive effect throughout 1938-1941. This phenomenon

could be explained by the different treatment of borrowers in case of default, which was af-
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fected by legislative changes taking place in the aftermath of the Great Depression.2 Using

household-level data for Japan, Ogawa and Wan (2007) report that after the burst of the bubble

in the early 1990s, the excessive debt burden of households had a significantly negative effect on

consumption expenditures, prolonging the economic stagnation in Japan.

To sum up, it can be noted that the second group of studies in Table 1, which report a detrimental

impact of debt on consumption, captured periods of pronounced financial imbalances, such as

the 1920s and early 1930s, the more recent housing bubble and household deleveraging in the

United States, or the prolonged balance sheet adjustments which took place in Japan’s “lost

decade” during the 1990s. In addition, these studies typically used cross-sectional or panel

data, in contrast to the first group of studies which focused on aggregate data. This raises the

possibility that the adverse effects of indebtedness on consumption may be uncovered only by

exploiting the heterogeneity through the use of more granular data, either at the geographical

or household level.

Against this background, our study uses state-level data over a sample which captures most

of the leveraging and deleveraging cycle in the United States. We use a novel dataset with

prototype estimates of personal consumption expenditures at the state-level, published recently

for the first time by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. One important innovation consists of

taking separately into account the effects of two distinct concepts of debt on US consumption

growth: deleveraging, which is a flow concept, related to the persistent declines in the debt-to-

income ratio; and the debt overhang, which refers to the stock of debt in excess of an estimated

equilibrium. Our main finding suggests that the excessive indebtedness of US households and

the protracted deleveraging process since 2009 might have exerted a meaningful negative impact

on consumption growth over and beyond the traditional effects from income and wealth around

the time of the Great Recession and the early years of recovery. The portion of the slowdown in

consumption between the two periods (2000-06 and 2007-12) at the national level attributable

to household debt dynamics is estimated to be around one-sixth, whereas the other traditional

factors account for the bulk of the slowdown. Furthermore, the drag on US consumption growth

from the adjustments in household debt appears to be driven by a group of states where debt

imbalances in the household sector were the greatest. This suggests that the adverse effects of

debt on consumption might be felt in a non-linear fashion and only at a point when misalignments

of household leverage away from sustainable levels – as justified by economic fundamentals –

become excessive.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we describe the data used

in the paper, in particular focusing on the construction of our proxy for state-level consumption.

In Section 3 we present our fixed effects regression results, together with several robustness

checks, including the study of potential non-linearities. In Section 4 we exploit the heterogeneity

in the data by carrying out an analysis at the state level. In Section 5 we extend the baseline

model by placing more focus on the long-term dynamics, through the use of an error-correction

model. The analysis of the out-of-sample contributions to consumption growth over the 2013-14

period are covered in Section 6. Section 7 concludes.

2While the 1920s were characterised by harsh penalties in the case of default, changes in federal laws had
eased default penalties by 1938. These changes significantly reduced the incentive of indebted households to fight
default by reductions in their purchases, leading to a positive relationship between consumption and debt.
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2 Data

2.1 Proxies for consumption at the state level

Our empirical analysis is challenged by the lack of officially published state-level data for US

personal consumption expenditures at a quarterly frequency. To overcome this, we construct

two state-level proxies for consumption. Our first proxy is a quarterly measure of retail sales

(RS), obtained by dividing sales tax revenue by the sales tax rate. A similar approach has

been used in previous studies by Garrett et al. (2005) and by Zhou and Carroll (2012). More

specifically, we compute the following:

RSit =
Taxrevit
Taxrateit

where:

- Taxrev are state-level sales tax revenues from the Census Bureau’s Quarterly Summary of State

and Local Tax Revenue at quarterly frequency;

- Taxrate are series for sales tax rates, available at fiscal-year frequency for each state;

- i and t are subscripts denoting the panel (states) and time dimension (quarters) in our dataset.

Our main source for the sales tax rates is the Tax Foundation’s Facts and Figures on Government

Finances from where we extract the data for the period 2000-2013. Since we are constrained in

going too far back in time by the other variables in our dataset – namely, limited time-span of

household debt – we need to extend the sales tax rates series backwards only for one more year

(1999), which we do by relying on the dataset of Zhou and Carroll (2012). We take into account

the different fiscal years of each state.3 Furthermore, we use additional state governments official

data to reconstruct the precise dates at which historical changes in sales tax rates took place

and map these changes into our quarterly dataset. As several states collect separate add-on sales

taxes on behalf of local governments, we are careful to exclude them since they do not contribute

to the reported sales tax revenue used as a numerator in the ratio above.4 Our RS proxy is

constrained to 46 states (including the District of Columbia), since five states do not collect

state-wide sales taxes.5 We examine in detail our retail sales data at the level of individual

states and remove excessive volatility by treating carefully outliers, typically intervening only

to smooth jumps in the data that lead to unexplained spikes in annual growth rates. The

treatment of outliers is justified by the fact that, as pointed out by Zhou and Carroll (2012),

sales tax revenues are occasionally measured with serious errors. As Figure B.2 in Appendix B

shows, a bottom-up aggregation of our RS proxy for the states does well in comparison with the

official US retail sales data at the national level, with a correlation in the nominal year-on-year

growth rate between the two series of 0.88 for the period 1999-2012. Nevertheless, even after

3For most states in the United States, the fiscal year begins on 1 July of the previous calendar year and ends
on 30 June of the reference calendar year. There are exceptions, however. In Alabama and Michigan, the fiscal
year ends on 30 September, while in New York and Texas, it ends on 31 March and on 31 August, respectively.

4Three states collect a separate, uniform local add-on sales tax: California (1% since 1956, based on the
Bradley-Burns Uniform Local Sales and Use Tax Law), Utah (1.25%) and Virginia (1%).

5Alaska, Delaware, Montana, New Hampshire, and Oregon.
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adjusting for outliers, the volatility in the year-on-year nominal growth rate of our RS proxy

remains substantial for some states. Finally, we deflate our nominal measure of state-level retail

sales with the national personal consumption expenditures deflator, given data unavailability at

the state-level.

As regards our second consumption proxy, we make use of the prototype estimates of state-

level personal consumption expenditures (PCE) for 1997-2012, which the Bureau of Economic

Analysis published for the first time on 7 August 2014. The data are available only at annual

frequency and in nominal terms. We deal with this limitation by interpolating the annual

series into quarterly frequency using the Chow-Lin interpolation procedure. For this purpose,

we exploit the information from our previously constructed retail sales proxy using it as an

indicator variable in the interpolation procedure, in order to gain additional insights about the

quarterly variation of consumption at the level of particular states.6 The interpolated PCE

resulting from the aggregation of state-level data tracks reasonably well the officially published

quarterly PCE at the national level, with a correlation of 0.95 between the two series (see Figure

B.3 in Appendix B). Similarly to the case of our RS proxy, we deflate the nominal series with

the US national PCE deflator in order to obtain consumption growth in real terms.

It is worthwhile noting that the rising prominence of e-commerce has eroded the sales tax base

for the states and induced sales tax revenue losses, leading to a likely distortion in our retail sales

measure of consumption.7 Nevertheless, since this is a long-term trend, the quarterly variation

pattern of retail sales within each year is likely to contain useful information for the interpolation

of our annual state-level proxy of personal consumption expenditures. Throughout the empirical

analysis that follows, we rely on the PCE measure as the benchmark for our estimates, while we

cross-check our results by using the retail sales measure as an alternative dependent variable.

2.2 Explanatory variables

After modelling our two measures of consumption, we use the following explanatory variables

available at the state-level (see Table A.1 in Appendix A for the descriptive statistics):

• Real housing wealth: the traditional wealth effect implies that increases in housing

wealth, via house price increases or/and increases in the ownership of homes, lead to

higher spending on services and goods. In the spirit of Case et al. (2013) and Zhou and

Carroll (2012), it is computed as:

(Homeownership rate x Occupied housing units) x HPI x Median house price in 2000

where Homeownership rate is owner-occupied housing units divided by total occupied

units, HPI is the FHFA house price index. Sources: Census Bureau and Federal Housing

Finance Agency.

6For the 5 states for which we do not have a retail sales proxy, we use the national US retail sales as the
indicator variable.

7For example, estimates from the study by Ballard and Lee (2007) are consistent with the hypothesis that
US consumers use internet shopping to avoid sales taxes. For estimates on the sales tax revenues losses resulting
from the rising prominence of electronic commerce, see Bruce and Fox (2000).
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• Real income: together with housing wealth, personal income also features predominately

in a traditional consumption function, where a portion of the income gains translate into

higher consumption (the so-called marginal propensity). Source: Bureau of Economic

Analysis.

• Real interest rate: higher interest rates (on conventional mortgages) encourage saving,

thus they tend to be associated with lower consumption. Source: Federal Housing Finance

Board.

• Unemployment rate: the unemployment rate proxies both income expectations and un-

certainty, as suggested by the literature (see for instance Fernandez-Corugedo and Muell-

bauer 2006). For example, expectations of higher future incomes (a lower unemployment

rate) are associated with higher consumption growth. Along the same lines, lower uncer-

tainty would imply less need for precautionary saving, and thus would boost consumption.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

• Loan-to-value ratio : the loan-to-value ratio on conventional mortgages for previously

occupied homes (excluding refinancing loans) is a proxy for financial innovation and credit

availability. An increase in financial innovation typically leads to an improvement in the

access to credit by households, so in theory a greater LTV would benefit consumption

growth. Source: Federal Housing Finance Agency.

• Debt-to-income ratio: total household debt – mortgage debt and consumer credit, which

includes auto loans, credit card and student loans – divided by personal income. Source:

Federal Reserve Bank of New York/Equifax.

• Debt gap: the difference between the actual and the estimated household equilibrium

debt-to-income ratio. Source: Albuquerque et al. (2015).

The state-level nominal indicators are deflated with the national personal consumption expen-

ditures deflator. The last two variables will be in the centre of our analysis, as we are primarily

interested in studying the role of debt and its misalignment from the estimated equilibrium on

consumption growth. In particular, the time-varying debt gap results from the estimation of an

equilibrium household debt-to-income ratio determined by economic fundamentals, resorting to

a panel error correction framework for the 51 US states (plus the District of Columbia).8 As

explained in Albuquerque et al. (2015), the model is estimated with the Pooled Mean Group

(PMG) estimator developed by Pesaran et al. (1999), and adjusted for cross-sectional depen-

dence. The original model that was estimated on data from 1999Q1 to 2012Q4 has been updated

with US national data up to 2014Q4.

Figure 1 shows that the rise in debt at the US national level resulted in a growing misalignment

from the equilibrium level since around 2002-03. This trend was reinforced since late-2007 by

the decline in equilibrium debt, as the economic fundamentals deteriorated. Thereafter, the

deleveraging process, which started in 2009, allowed the debt gap to shrink significantly from

a peak of around 23 percentage points in 2008Q3. Our updated estimates suggest that the

8The fundamentals include a measure of house prices, the homeownership rate, the interest rate, and proxies
for income uncertainty and credit supply.
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Figure 1: Actual and equilibrium debt-to-income ratio and implied gap
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debt gap has been closed since mid-2014, with the recent improvement being supported by an

increase in equilibrium debt, reflecting the sustained recovery in the US economy, while actual

debt appears to have stopped declining. At the state level, however, and despite the synchronised

balance sheet adjustment, deleveraging needs differ. According to our estimates, the adjustment

process appears to have been completed in one-third of the states by the end of 2012.

3 Estimation results

3.1 Fixed effects

In this section we run panel regressions with fixed effects (FE) for the 51 US states (including

the District of Columbia) over the 1999Q1-2012Q4 period. Our consumption function includes

not only the main determinants as used in traditional consumption equations, but it also has a

role for debt and its misalignment from equilibrium, plus some standard control variables. In

particular, we estimate the following equation:

∆4Cit = αi + β1∆4Wealthit + β2∆4Incomeit + β3∆4Debti,t−1

+β4Debt gapi,t−1 + γControlsit + δdt + εit
(3)

where C refers to real personal consumption expenditures (PCE), Wealth is real housing wealth,

Income is real personal income, Debt is the household debt-to-income ratio, and Debt gap is the

difference between the actual and the estimated household equilibrium debt-to-income ratio,

taken from Albuquerque et al. (2015). Controls include the real interest rate (Interest), the un-

employment rate (UR) and the loan-to-value ratio (LTV ). A vector of time dummies d captures

time-fixed effects. The subscripts i and t denote, respectively, the 51 states in the panel and
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the time dimension (quarters). To minimise the reverse causality issue, we lag by one period

the debt ratio and the debt gap. This is in line with other empirical studies in that excessive

indebtedness is expected to affect consumption with a lag (see, for instance, Olney 1999).

After carrying out a set of panel unit root tests, we find evidence in support of the stationarity

of interest rates and the debt gap (see Table A.2 in Appendix A), thus we use them in levels in

Equation 3. The remaining series are transformed into year-on-year differences. ∆4 represents

year-on-year percentage changes for real PCE, housing wealth, and real income, while it refers

to year-over-year percentage point changes for debt-to-income, the unemployment rate and the

loan-to-value ratio.

We guard against model misspecification in several ways. We report standard errors which are

robust to heteroskedasticity, using the Huber/White/sandwich estimator. Based on the results

from several model selection tests, we choose to rely on the two-way FE estimation method,

which allows for group-specific and time effects. As for time effects, we augment our model

with time dummies to control for the possibility of omitted time-varying factors driving some

of the variables at the state level.9 The approach was motivated by the Wald test confirming

the joint significance of the time dummies and by their efficacy in minimising the problem of

cross-sectional dependence in the errors, as revealed by post-estimation results.10 Finally, in the

choice between the FE and the random effects (RE) estimators, we relied on results from an

auxiliary regression-based version of the Hausman test.11

One of the findings from Table 2 is that the two traditional variables that have been found in

the literature to be the main drivers of consumption – wealth and income – consistently turn

out to be highly statistically significant across different specifications. Focusing on the first

seven columns, the elasticity of consumption to housing wealth is estimated to lie in a range

of between 0.09 and 0.11 percentage points, which is in line with the values reported in the

literature (Case et al. 2013).12 As regards the effect of income, we find that a 1-percentage

point increase in real personal income growth leads to higher consumption growth in the order

of 0.3 percentage points, the same order of magnitude as the elasticity reported by Bacchetta

and Gerlach (1997) for the 1970-1995 period. We do not find a statistically significant role for

interest rates in the standard FE estimation. This feature has been documented elsewhere in the

literature (see, among others, Ludvigson 1999). Changes in the unemployment rate, a plausible

9The use of time dummies assumes that time effects have homogeneous impact on the cross-sectional units.
In Section 5 we focus on dynamic panel models, where we will relax this assumption by employing the common
correlated effects approach by Pesaran (2006), which allows for heterogeneous cross-sectional dependence.

10As pointed out by Hoyos and Sarafidis (2006), cross-sectional dependence is a common feature in panel data
sets and is particularly relevant for units with high degree of economic and financial integration, such as the
states in the United States. Cross-section interdependencies may arise from the presence of common shocks and
unobserved components that become part of the error term and are likely to lead to seriously misleading inference
if ignored in the estimation phase (Phillips and Sul 2003). We found evidence of severe cross-sectional dependence
in the disturbances in a version of Equation 3 estimated without time dummies.

11The standard version of the Hausman test becomes invalid when using robust standard errors and time
dummies. The issue can be circumvented by using a more general testing procedure based on the use of auxil-
iary regressions (Mundlak 1978, Wooldridge 2002) which is valid in the presence of heteroskedasticity or within
autocorrelation

12We have not accounted for financial wealth due to lack of data at the state level. However, we believe
that this is not a major caveat as the recent studies from the literature have reported that financial wealth
is not statistically significant in consumption regressions once housing wealth is accounted for (see Zhou and
Carroll 2012). Nevertheless, we cross-checked our results by including financial wealth at the national level as an
additional control variable. The results remained broadly similar in qualitative terms.
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proxy for income expectations and uncertainty, are found to exert a highly significant impact on

consumption growth with the expected negative sign in line with previous findings (Aron and

Muellbauer 2013). Moreover, our results are not sensitive to the measure used of credit supply;

the main results remain unchanged when we replace the loan-to-value ratio with alternative

measures of credit supply, such as willingness to lend and credit standards on mortgages from

the Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey (SLOOS).

As for the debt variables, the debt gap is statistically significant and exerts a negative impact

on consumption growth. The estimated effect implies that a 10-percentage point overhang in

the household debt-to-income ratio, interpreted as misalignment from the equilibrium level of

leverage, affects negatively consumption growth by around 0.2 percentage points. This would

be in line with the “alarmist” view of debt, and similar in magnitude to the estimates of Dy-

nan (2012). At the same time, the estimates yield a statistically significant effect of debt on

consumption growth: a 10-percentage point decline in the debt-to-income ratio would lead to

lower consumption growth of around 0.2 percentage points. By the same token, deleveraging

(a decline in the debt-to-income ratio) tends to depress consumption, since it implies the need

for higher savings in order to reduce the outstanding debt balance. The findings support the

notion that debt variables have explanatory power for consumption even after accounting for

traditional determinants such as income and wealth.

Table 2: Fixed effects estimation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

∆4Wealth 0.107*** 0.105*** 0.097*** 0.095*** 0.095*** 0.090*** 0.090***
(0.014) (0.014) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.011)

∆4Income 0.314*** 0.300*** 0.301*** 0.293*** 0.294*** 0.284*** 0.285***
(0.027) (0.029) (0.025) (0.026) (0.026) (0.025) (0.025)

∆4Debtt−1 0.018 0.014 0.016 0.020* 0.020*
(0.012) (0.011) (0.010) (0.011) (0.011)

Debt gapt−1 -0.021** -0.019* -0.020* -0.019* -0.019*
(0.010) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Interest 0.567 0.526 0.525
(0.505) (0.513) (0.510)

∆4UR -0.282*** -0.283***
(0.073) (0.073)

∆4LTV -0.011
(0.028)

Observations 2,856 2,601 2,805 2,601 2,601 2,601 2,601
States 51 51 51 51 51 51 51

R-Squared 0.650 0.630 0.653 0.633 0.634 0.638 0.638
Hausman 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Wald t-statistic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Friedman test 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Notes: Fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the dependent variable is the year-on-
year change in real personal consumption expenditures (PCE). ∆4 denotes year-over-year percent
changes for housing wealth and income, while it refers to the year-over-year change for debt-to-income,
the unemployment rate and the loan-to-value ratio. Robust heteroskedastic and autocorrelation-
consistent standard errors are shown in parentheses. The Hausman test reports p-values under the
null hypothesis that the random effects estimator is both efficient and consistent. The Wald t-
statistic is based on a joint test that the coefficients on the time dummies are equal to 0 under
the null hypothesis. The Friedman test reports p-values under the null hypothesis of cross-sectional
independence of the residuals based on Friedman (1937). Asterisks, *, **, ***, denote, respectively,
statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels.

Our findings suggest that the assessment of the cumulative effect of debt on consumption should

account for both the dynamics of household indebtedness and the degree of debt overhang. To
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illustrate this point, suppose that the impact of debt is symmetric, in that an increase in the

debt ratio is associated with higher consumption growth. If the debt ratio is not accompanied

by a similar increase in equilibrium debt – practically meaning that the economic fundamentals

were not supportive of a rise in the “debt capacity” of households – then the deviation from

equilibrium (the debt gap) would rise by the same amount, offsetting the positive effect from the

rise in the debt-to-income ratio. The overall impact of a modest leveraging up of households could

even turn negative in the presence of a large debt overhang, as arguably was the case around

the start of the Great Recession. On the other hand, the negative effects from deleveraging may

be reinforced substantially in the event of a large debt overhang that needs to be corrected,

as opposed to a scenario where household indebtedness is close to its equilibrium level. In

other words, deleveraging matters for consumption, but its importance depends on how far from

equilibrium household debt is, while the process takes place. We will explore further the link

between debt and consumption in the Section 5, when we introduce a panel-error correction

framework to deal with the long-term dynamics.

3.2 Contributions to the slowdown in consumption

We use our earlier estimates in a simple exercise where we break down the factors behind the

observed slowdown in personal consumption expenditures growth between two periods: 2000-06

and 2007-12. These periods are of roughly equal length, but marked by very different charac-

teristics. The first sub-period is characterised by strong consumption growth, significant house

price appreciation, low and stable unemployment and a sizeable build-up of household leverage,

which led afterwards to rising debt overhang. The second sub-period covers the Great Reces-

sion and the subsequent subdued recovery. Consumption growth is on average less than half

compared to the first period, real housing wealth is declining at an unprecedented rate, while

the unemployment rate is high and (on average) rising. The overall debt-to-income ratio is also

much higher, although deleveraging starts to take hold during the recession. The average debt

overhang is larger, reflecting the accumulation of imbalances from the past and weak economic

fundamentals, implying a lower level of sustainable/equilibrium debt.

In order to compute the contributions for that slowdown in consumption growth, we make

use of the estimated coefficients from the benchmark FE specification in column (7) of Table

2 (see Figure B.4 in Appendix B for the in-sample fit). Table 3 shows the results based on

the average predicted values for all the US states. The main findings could be summarised as

follows. First, it appears that the presence of a significant debt overhang and the deleveraging

process in the second period reinforced each other in depressing consumption growth. This

notwithstanding, the overall direct negative impact from the two debt variables appears to be

modest: cumulatively, they account for 15% of the overall slowdown in annual consumption

growth since 2007. By contrast, more than two-thirds of the slowdown could be explained by

traditional determinants of consumption, namely income and wealth. This needs to be seen in the

context of the particularly large negative housing wealth shock experienced by US households.

One should be cautious, however, in not overinterpreting the results. In particular, one caveat

is that the FE model implicitly assigns equal weights to the states. But it might be the case

that the full-sample estimates of the coefficients are driven by developments in a small number
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Table 3: Contribution to the slowdown in PCE growth

Variable 2000-2006 2007-2012 Change Contribution %
∆4PCE 3.5 1.4 -2.0 -2.0 100

∆4Wealth 7.3 -3.5 -10.8 -1.0 48.1
∆4Income 3.1 1.6 -1.4 -0.4 20.0

Debt (∆4Debt) 76.6 (4.4) 91.1 (-1.0) 14.5 -0.1 5.3
Debt gap -1.4 9.2 10.7 -0.2 9.7

UR (∆4UR) 4.9 (0.1) 7.1 (0.5) 2.2 -0.1 5.9
Other/unexplained -0.2 11.0

Authors’ calculations based on fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the de-
pendent variable is the year-on-year change in real PCE. The table reports averages for all
the US states.

of states with particularly severe debt overhang and deleveraging problems – for example, the

so-called “sand states”13 – which may not be representative for the United States as a whole. We

will return to these questions in the final section of the paper when we deal with the state-level

heterogeneity.

3.3 Robustness checks

We investigate the robustness and sensitivity of our results along several dimensions. In the

first part, we deal with potential econometric issues, whereas in the second part we focus mainly

on interaction terms in order to uncover the existence of specific economic relationships. As a

benchmark, we choose the FE specification in column (7) of Table 2.

Starting with the first part, one issue that we are particularly concerned about is the potential

endogeneity bias. We deal with this by resorting to the Instrumental Variables (IV) estimator,

where we instrument the key explanatory variables – housing wealth, income, debt-to-income

and the debt gap – with two lags of the corresponding variables, as is commonly done in the

literature. The IV estimation results shown in column (2) of Table 4 suggest that endogeneity

is not a serious problem in our FE regression, since the results remain qualitatively unchanged.

We cross-check our baseline results by: (i) employing alternative methods that control for au-

tocorrelation and cross-sectional correlation and heteroskedasticity across panels and (ii) taking

into account the dynamics in the dependent variable. On (i), we get broadly the same results

when we employ alternative methods that allow for autocorrelation within the panels and for

cross-sectional correlation and heteroskedasticity across panels, namely the Generalised Least

Squares (GLS) and Driscoll-Kraay estimators – columns (3) and (4), respectively. On (ii), by

construction, standard dynamic panel-data model estimators are inconsistent, as the error terms

are correlated with the lagged dependent variable. For this reason, we resort to the Arellano-

Bover/Blundell-Bond estimator, using a Generalised Method of Moments (GMM) that corrects

for that bias (Arellano and Bover 1995, Blundell and Bond 1998). The estimator yields similar

results in terms of the long-term impact of the main variables of interest as the standard FE

estimates in column (7) from Table 2, which only reports the short-run effects.14 Furthermore,

the debt gap continues to be significant in this type of dynamic model.

13The term “sand states” refers to Arizona, California, Florida and Nevada. These states experienced the most
acute housing downturn in the United States.

14The long-term effect of a variable in this case is its short-run coefficient divided by 1 minus the lagged
coefficient on the dependent variable. For housing wealth, in our case: 0.043/(1-0.436)=0.076.
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Moreover, we also cross-check the baseline results by using our alternative measure of consump-

tion at the state level (see Table B.1 in Appendix B). When we employ our RS proxy as explained

in Section 2.1 as the dependent variable, one difference from the regressions with the PCE is

that it is now harder to uncover statistical significance for many of the explanatory variables,

with the exception of wealth and income. Nevertheless, in most cases, the point estimates of the

coefficients maintain their expected signs. The differences in the results are mostly explained

by the fact that the regressions with the RS proxy are estimated less precisely, thus yielding

larger standard errors. In addition, the R-squared is substantially lower, as the RS proxy is

more volatile than the PCE measure, and arguably exhibits larger measurement errors.

Table 4: Fixed effects: Robustness checks

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Baseline IV GLS XTSCC AB-BB

∆4Wealth 0.090*** 0.112*** 0.067*** 0.090*** 0.043***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.001) (0.017) (0.012)

∆4Income 0.285*** 0.336*** 0.241*** 0.285*** 0.184***
(0.025) (0.029) (0.003) (0.027) (0.021)

∆4Debtt−1 0.020* 0.023* 0.014*** 0.020** 0.009
(0.011) (0.010) (0.001) (0.008) (0.007)

Debt gapt−1 -0.019* -0.013* -0.021*** -0.019** -0.012*
(0.011) (0.005) (0.001) (0.008) (0.007)

Interest 0.525 0.976*** -0.057 0.525 0.255
(0.510) (0.344) (0.044) (0.556) (0.420)

∆4UR -0.283*** -0.241*** -0.262*** -0.283*** -0.174***
(0.073) (0.052) (0.010) (0.058) (0.042)

∆4LTV -0.011 -0.004 -0.015*** -0.011 -0.010
(0.028) (0.017) (0.003) (0.020) (0.022)

Lagged PCE 0.436***
(0.072)

Observations 2,601 2,499 2,601 2,601 2,601
States 51 51 51 51 51

R-Squared 0.638 - - 0.638 -

Notes: The dependent variable is the year-on-year change in real PCE. ∆4

denotes year-over-year percent changes for housing wealth and income, while
it refers to the year-over-year change for debt-to-income, the unemployment
rate and the loan-to-value ratio. Robust heteroskedastic and autocorrelation-
consistent standard errors are shown in parentheses. The Instrumental Vari-
ables (IV) estimation instruments Wealth, Income, Debt and Debt gap with
2 lags of their own variables. The GLS allows estimation in the presence of
an heteroskedastic error structure with cross-sectional correlation and AR(1)
autocorrelation within panels. XTSCC shows the results from a FE regression
with Driscoll-Kraay standard errors robust to heteroskedasticity and general
forms of cross-sectional and temporal-dependence. AB-BB is the the Arellano-
Bover/Blundell-Bond estimator. Time dummies are included in all specifica-
tions. Asterisks, *, **, ***, denote, respectively, statistical significance at the
10, 5 and 1% levels.

Moving to the second part of the analysis, we first make use of net housing wealth (gross housing

wealth minus mortgage debt) instead of gross housing wealth. The estimates in column (2) of

Table 5 show that the results are broadly consistent with those in Table 2. In this case, the

positive coefficient on debt roughly doubles in size. This might be related to the fact that we

are modelling separately the effect on consumption from the net worth side and the liability side

of (housing) wealth.

Furthermore, we explore the role of (excessive) debt service as a potential channel through which

(de)leveraging and the debt overhang may suppress consumption – (columns 3-4) of Table 5).

Indeed, payments to service the stock of outstanding debt divert resources away from disposable
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income – being a form of forced saving – and as such act to tighten the budget constraint of

households (see Hall 2011).15 To proxy for the effects of debt service and excessive debt service,

respectively, we interact the interest rate with the debt-to-income ratio and with the debt gap.

Finally, we check whether our results are sensitive to the use of an alternative measure of income

uncertainty (column 5).16

Table 5: Fixed effects: Sensitivity analysis

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Baseline Net Debt serv. Excess Income

wealth ratio (DSR) DSR uncert.

∆4Wealth 0.090*** 0.090*** 0.090*** 0.095***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.011)

∆4Net wealth 0.038***
(0.005)

∆4Income 0.285*** 0.300*** 0.285*** 0.285*** 0.292***
(0.025) (0.031) (0.025) (0.025) (0.025)

∆4Debtt−1 0.020* 0.042*** 0.021* 0.022** 0.016
(0.011) (0.015) (0.012) (0.010) (0.010)

Debt gapt−1 -0.019* -0.020 -0.019* -0.020*
(0.011) (0.012) (0.011) (0.011)

Interest 0.525 0.755 0.538 0.500 0.570
(0.510) (0.520) (0.575) (0.502) (0.506)

∆4UR -0.283*** -0.314*** -0.282*** -0.267***
(0.073) (0.076) (0.078) (0.074)

∆4LTV -0.011 -0.009 -0.011 -0.010 -0.009
(0.028) (0.027) (0.027) (0.028) (0.028)

∆4(Int*Debtt−1) -0.028
(0.213)

Int*Debt gapt−1 -0.490**
(0.191)

Income volat. -0.029
(0.028)

Observations 2,601 2,499 2,601 2,601 2,601
States 51 49 51 51 51

R-squared 0.638 0.604 0.638 0.639 0.634

Notes: Fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the dependent variable
is the year-on-year change in real PCE. The interaction term in column (3) proxies
for changes in the debt service ratio. The interaction term in column (4) proxies
for the excessive debt service ratio. Column (5) uses an alternative proxy for in-
come uncertainty, income volatility, defined as the absolute value of the discrepancy
between the current income growth and its moving average over the previous five
years (including current year). Time dummies are included in all specifications.
Asterisks, *, **, ***, denote, respectively, statistical significance at the 10, 5 and
1% levels.

Table 5 shows the estimation results. The coefficients of the key variables of interest – wealth,

income, debt and the debt gap – remain overall robust to the modifications of our baseline

specification. While we do not find a statistically significant effect for the overall debt service

ratio (column 3), interestingly, substituting the debt gap with a measure of the excessive debt

service burden (column 4) results in a negative and statistically significant coefficient. A one-

percentage point excessive debt service burden at the end of the previous period, defined as debt

payments as a share of income exceeding the sustainable level, is estimated to reduce annual

consumption growth by 0.5 percentage points in the next period. The results support the notion

15In the conceptual framework described by Hall (2011), a portion of households which are credit constrained
would choose to borrow up to the maximum limit allowed by lenders, in which case their per-period consumption
would equal per-period available funds. These funds will be given by income plus the increased borrowing over
the period, less debt service payments on the stock of debt from the previous period.

16Along the lines of Aron et al (2012), we measure income volatility as the absolute value of the discrepancy
between the current income growth and its moving average over the previous five years (including current year).
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that a meaningful channel through which excessive indebtedness interacts with consumption is by

soaking up resources away from overly indebted households via debt service payments. Finally,

our baseline estimation results did not change meaningfully when using an alternative measure

of income uncertainty (column 5).

3.4 Non-linearities

We check for the possibility that the impact of the key variables of interest – debt and debt

gap – might be non-linear (Table 6). We do this by augmenting the standard regression with

quadratic terms of the two variables (columns 2-3). In addition, in columns (4-5) we shed more

light on the potential non-linearities of the impact on consumption from the leveraging and

deleveraging period, and when the debt gap is positive or negative (using dummies).

Table 6: Fixed effects: Non-linearities

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Baseline ∆4Debt Debt gap Lever. Gap< 0

squared squared

∆4Wealth 0.090*** 0.091*** 0.092*** 0.091*** 0.092***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

∆4Income 0.285*** 0.282*** 0.282*** 0.281*** 0.283***
(0.025) (0.024) (0.025) (0.024) (0.025)

∆4Debtt−1 0.020* 0.025** 0.018* 0.060** 0.019*
(0.011) (0.012) (0.010) (0.026) (0.010)

Debt gapt−1 -0.019* -0.016 -0.01 -0.016 -0.025***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.014) (0.011) (0.010)

Interest 0.525 0.565 0.585 0.575 0.601
(0.510) (0.501) (0.496) (0.496) (0.501)

∆4UR -0.283*** -0.291*** -0.268*** -0.297*** -0.273***
(0.073) (0.073) (0.072) (0.073) (0.073)

∆4LTV -0.011 -0.012 -0.009 -0.011 -0.010
(0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028)

(∆4Debt)2
t−1 -0.001*

(0.001)

Debt gap2
t−1 -0.000

(0.000)

∆4Debtt−1 > 0 -0.065**
(0.032)

Debt gapt−1 < 0 0.027
(0.019)

Observations 2,601 2,601 2,601 2,601 2,601
States 51 51 51 51 51

R-squared 0.638 0.639 0.639 0.640 0.639

Notes: Fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the dependent variable
is the year-on-year change in real PCE. Columns (2) and (3) test for non-linearities
in the effect of the change in the debt-to-income ratio and level of the debt gap by
augmenting the regressions with the respective variables squared. Columns 4-5 take
into account the potential non-linearities of the impact on consumption from the
leveraging and deleveraging period, by adding a dummy that assumes the value of 1
for periods where the debt ratio was rising – column (4); and a dummy that assumes
the value of 1 when the debt gap was negative – column (5). Time dummies are
included in all specifications. Asterisks, *, **, ***, denote, respectively, statistical
significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels.

Column (2) of Table 6 reports a negative coefficient on the quadratic term of the debt variable at

the 10% significance level. This is tentative evidence that leveraging and deleveraging might have

non-linear effects on consumption. While the support to consumption growth from the debt-

accumulating process diminishes as the speed of leveraging picks up, when deleveraging occurs,

the larger the pace of debt reduction, the more negative the effect on consumption becomes. The
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regression results from column (4) suggest that, however, the rise in debt is not associated with

an increase in consumption expenditures over and beyond the impact through the traditional

wealth channel, and the debt gap appears only to matter for consumption growth when actual

debt is above equilibrium debt – yielding a positive debt gap – column (5). Nevertheless, these

results should be taken with a pinch of salt, given that we have only a limited number of

observations for the deleveraging period and when debt gap is below zero.

4 Heterogeneity at the state level

We turn our attention to the heterogeneity at the state level. The substantial differences in

macroeconomic performance across states is documented in Figure B.5 in Appendix B. Against

this background, in this section we examine to what extent our main results are driven by

developments across particular groups of states. More precisely, we reproduce the results from

our baseline specification in column (7) of Table 2 distinguishing between those states that

experienced the largest deleveraging and those with the smallest deleveraging in the household

sector from their respective peaks until the end of 2012. In addition, we check the sensitivity

of our results by estimating our consumption function across non-recourse and recourse states,

where the difference lies in the treatment of borrowers in case of default. In foreclosure, borrowers

in recourse states are liable for the remaining portion of the debt not covered by the sale of the

underlying collateral. A pertinent question, therefore, is whether these borrowers might be

facing stronger constraints to honour their debt obligations at the expense of higher savings and

lower consumption, relative to borrowers in non-recourse states for which default might have

less painful implications. We examine these questions by: (i) splitting the sample between high

deleveraging (HD) and low deleveraging states (LD), and between recourse (R) and non-recourse

(NR) states; and (ii) by interacting the key variables of interest with dummies for LD states and

NR states.

The results in Table 7 show that the main determinants of consumption – income and wealth –

remain highly statistically significant across all specifications. The short-run elasticity of con-

sumption to income falls in the range of 0.21 (LD states) and 0.35 (HD states). Interestingly, the

coefficient on housing wealth roughly doubles in size for HD states as opposed to LD states. This

might reflect a higher degree of optimism across households in HD states as regards future house

price and/or income dynamics before the crisis, possibly leading to larger swings in borrowing.

The result is also consistent with the Mian et al. (2013) finding of a larger response of consump-

tion to negative wealth shocks for households with higher leverage. The effect of uncertainty on

consumption growth remains generally highly significant across the various groups. For the case

of non-recourse states, the loan-to-value ratio turns out significant and with the expected sign in

column (6). This is tentative evidence that easing credit conditions might be more stimulative

for consumption in non-recourse states, where households might have had stronger incentives

to borrow in order to capitalise on the housing price boom (notice also the somewhat larger

coefficient on housing wealth for non-recourse states).17

17The average loan-to-value ratio for NR states is 75.7%, almost two percentage points below the average for R
states (77.5%). Mortgage rates are essentially identical, suggesting that lenders sought protection from the higher
credit risk in NR loans by demanding more collateral (i.e. a lower LTV) instead of charging a higher interest.
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As regards the debt variables, the coefficient on the change in the debt-to-income ratio remains

significant in roughly half of the reported specifications. By contrast, the debt gap turns in-

significant in columns (2-8), even though the point estimates are qualitatively similar to earlier

results.18 One clear take-away from the results, however, is that the effects of leveraging and

deleveraging on consumption are driven by the high-deleveraging states in the sample, whereas

the impact of debt on consumption appears to be insignificant for the low-deleveraging states.

In particular, the coefficient on the debt-to-income ratio doubles in size for the top 10th per-

centile of the high-deleveraging states relative to the coefficient estimated on the whole sample.

In this case, the effect is also significantly different (at the 5% confidence level) from the effect

for the remaining 90th percentile of states with the lowest deleveraging from the peak. This

invites caution in drawing strong conclusions from the results as regards the impact of debt on

consumption at the aggregate level.

Table 7: Fixed effects: Examining heterogeneity with split regressions and interaction terms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Baseline HD LD Interact Interact Non-Rec. Recourse Interact

states states LD50pctl LD90pctl states states NR states

∆4Wealth 0.090*** 0.098*** 0.054*** 0.090*** 0.092*** 0.118*** 0.079*** 0.090***
(0.011) (0.016) (0.014) (0.011) (0.010) (0.017) (0.014) (0.011)

∆4Income 0.285*** 0.347*** 0.212*** 0.279*** 0.276*** 0.299*** 0.256*** 0.285***
(0.025) (0.044) (0.044) (0.025) (0.025) (0.051) (0.030) (0.025)

∆4Debtt−1 0.020* 0.019* 0.009 0.022* 0.041** 0.039 0.016 0.021*
(0.011) (0.011) (0.026) (0.011) (0.018) (0.037) (0.010) (0.012)

Debt gapt−1 -0.019* -0.007 -0.016 -0.017 -0.014 -0.011 -0.022 -0.017
(0.011) (0.011) (0.019) (0.011) (0.013) (0.011) (0.015) (0.014)

Interest 0.525 0.527 0.773 0.604 0.638 1.214 0.010 0.549
(0.510) (0.671) (0.736) (0.502) (0.461) (0.802) (0.713) (0.512)

∆4UR -0.283*** -0.471*** -0.080 -0.287*** -0.277*** -0.183* -0.307*** -0.282***
(0.073) (0.145) (0.113) (0.073) (0.074) (0.088) (0.078) (0.072)

∆4LTV -0.011 0.028 -0.023 -0.008 -0.011 0.095* -0.033 -0.011
(0.028) (0.046) (0.032) (0.027) (0.027) (0.052) (0.030) (0.028)

LD50*∆4Debtt−1 -0.021
(0.020)

LD50*Debt gapt−1 0.018
(0.015)

LD90*∆4Debtt−1 -0.047**
(0.023)

LD90*Debt gapt−1 0.005
(0.015)

NR*∆4Debtt−1 -0.010
(0.019)

NR*Debt gapt−1 -0.007
(0.018)

Observations 2,601 1,275 1,326 2,601 2,601 612 1,989 2,601
States 51 25 26 51 51 12 39 51

R-Squared 0.638 0.716 0.555 0.639 0.641 0.693 0.635 0.638

Notes: Fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the dependent variable is the year-on-year change in real PCE.
High-deleveraging (HD) and low-deleveraging (LD) states in columns (2) and (3) refer to the 50th percentile of states with
the largest and smallest declines in their household debt-to-income ratio from their respective peaks up to 2012Q4. LD50
and LD90 in columns (4) and (5) refer to dummy variables which take the value of 1 for the states with the 50th percentile
and respectively 90th percentile of smallest declines in their household debt-to-income as defined above. Non-recourse
(NR) states in columns (6)-(8) refer to those states where the lender has no recourse against borrowers if the borrowers’
house is sold at auction or via short sale for less than the amount owned by the lender (Alaska, Arizona, California,
Connecticut, Idaho, Minnesota, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, Texas, Utah and Washington, D.C.). NR dummy
used in column (8) refers to a dummy variable which takes the value of 1 for the non-recourse states.

At the same time, the effects from the debt variables do not differ in a statistically significant

18This highlights the limitations from our relatively short data sample and the large size of the (robust)
standard errors relative to the estimated coefficients on the debt variables: splitting the sample or adding terms
to the main specification makes it harder to find statistically significant effects.
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way for the recourse, relative to the non-recourse states (see interaction term with the NR

dummy in column (8). Therefore, the results fail to provide confirmation to the hypothesis that

higher penalties in case of default lead to a stronger impact from excessive indebtedness and/or

deleveraging on consumption.

Table 8 decomposes the factors behind the slowdown in PCE growth between 2000-06 and

2007-12 as already seen in Section 3.2. This time we split the sample between the top 10th

percentile and the bottom 90th percentile of states according to the magnitude of deleveraging

they experienced since the balance sheet adjustment process started. The results are based on

the specification with interaction terms using a dummy for the LD states as shown in column (5)

of Table 7. A first glimpse at the table underscores the heterogeneity in economic performance

between the two groups. The previous finding of a dominant effect from traditional factors

in explaining the slowdown in consumption is confirmed by the results for both sub-samples.

Despite the much stronger slowdown in consumption growth for the HD states, income and

wealth dynamics appear to explain a similar portion of the slowdown as for LD states. By

contrast, the main difference lies in the debt variables. While the contributions from deleveraging

and the debt overhang appear to be minimal for the LD states, for HD states the debt variables

account for roughly 20% of the slowdown of PCE growth since 2007. As seen before for the

results at the national level, the drag from the debt overhang on consumption (the stock of debt

in excess of an estimated equilibrium) tended to be larger than the one from household debt

deleveraging (the flow concept). Moreover, the prevalence of the effect for those states which

appear to have accumulated particularly severe imbalances might be indicative of non-linearities,

whereby the adverse impact of excessive indebtedness begins to be felt only at a point when

misalignments from sustainable dynamics – as justified by fundamentals – become excessive.

Table 8: Contribution to the slowdown in PCE growth

Top 10th percentile of states by deleveraging

Variable 2000-2006 2007-2012 Change Contribution %
∆4PCE 5.5 0.9 -4.6 -4.6 100

∆4Wealth 13.1 -8.1 -21.2 -2.0 42.5
∆4Income 4.1 1.1 -3.1 -0.8 18.3

Debt (∆4Debt) 95.0 (6.5) 122.3 (-2.8) 27.3 -0.4 8.4
Debt gap -7.6 23.1 30.7 -0.4 9.4

UR (∆4UR) 4.5 (-0.1) 7.7 (0.7) 3.2 -0.2 4.9
Other/unexplained -0.8 16.5

Bottom 90th percentile of states by deleveraging

Variable 2000-2006 2007-2012 Change Contribution %
∆4PCE 3.2 1.5 -1.7 -1.7 100

∆4Wealth 6.5 -2.9 -9.5 -0.9 52.0
∆4Income 2.9 1.7 -1.2 -0.3 19.8

Debt (∆4Debt) 74.2 (4.2) 87.0 (-0.7) 12.8 0.0 -1.5
Debt gap -0.6 7.4 8.0 -0.1 4.1

UR (∆4UR) 4.9 (0.1) 7.0 (0.4) 2.1 -0.1 6.1
Other/unexplained -0.3 19.5

Authors’ calculations based on fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the
dependent variable is the year-on-year change in real PCE. The split is between the
10th percentile of states with the largest and the 90th percentile of states with the
smallest declines in their household debt-to-income ratio from their respective peaks
up to 2012Q4.
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5 Error-correction framework

In this section we extend the empirical analysis by placing more focus on the long-term dynamics.

Given that the literature on the traditional consumption function assumes that there is a stable

long-term relationship between consumption, wealth and income, as in Fernandez-Corugedo

et al. (2007), we want to investigate whether our extended consumption function exhibits a

stable relationship also in the long run. We do this by testing for cointegration between the

variables used in our framework.

The results from the panel cointegration tests by Westerlund (2007) support the case of the

existence of a cointegrating relationship between consumption, wealth, income, debt, and the

debt gap (see Table A.3 in Appendix A). We proceed to estimate an error-correction model by

making use of the Pooled Mean Group (PMG) estimator developed by Pesaran et al. (1999),

which assumes identical long-run coefficients across states, but allows for a differentiated response

to short-term factors depending on state-specific characteristics. The standard PMG is based

on the following specification:

∆Cit = µi + φi(Ci,t−1 − θXit) + δi∆Xit + γi∆Zit + uit (4)

where Xit =


Wealthit

Incomeit

Debti,t−1

Debt gapi,t−1

 , Zit =

 Interestit

LTVit

URit

 , θ =


θ1

.

.

θ4

 , δi =


δi1

.

.

δi4

 and γi =

γi1γi2
γi3



where C is the logarithm of real PCE, X and Z are, respectively, the four main explanatory

variables and the three controls used previously in the FE estimation, θ are the long-run coef-

ficients, δ the short-run ones, and φ is the speed of adjustment with an expected negative sign.

The variables expressed in constant dollar terms – Wealth and Income – are transformed into

logarithms, while the other variables, which are already in percent units, are left unchanged.

The delta operator refers to quarter-on-quarter annualised changes.

The standard PMG estimator assumes that the errors uit are independently distributed across

states. In reality, however, cross-sectional dependence is often the norm rather than the ex-

ception. As discussed in Pesaran (2006), interdependences at the cross-sectional level might

result from the error term uit being affected by unobserved common factors ft with possibly

idiosyncratic factor loadings λi:

uit = λ
′
ift + εit (5)

In case that the unobserved common factors are correlated with the explanatory variables, ignor-

ing them would lead to spurious inferences based on the standard PMG estimator. Performing

the CD test based on Pesaran (2004) on the residuals from the standard PMG specification in

Equation 4 suggests that cross-sectional dependence might be an issue. Indeed, the null hypoth-

esis of cross-sectional independence is rejected at high levels of significance (see results the in

Table B.2 in Appendix B). Given the type of data and period that we are covering, examples
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of common unobserved factors in our case could be the housing boom and the subsequent bust,

the 2007-09 financial crisis or changes in sales tax rates across states that are not captured by

our explanatory variables in the model.

In order to correct for this problem, we make use of the Common Correlated Effects Pooled

Mean Group (CCEPMG) estimator. The approach consists of augmenting the standard PMG

with cross-sectional averages of the variables as additional regressors, which allows to filter out

the effects from the unobserved common factors (see, for example, Pesaran 2006, Chudik and

Pesaran 2013, Albuquerque et al. 2015). More specifically, we estimate the following equation:

∆Cit = µi+φi(Ci,t−1−θXit)+δi∆Xit+γi∆Zit+αiCt+βiXt+λi∆Ct+ηi∆Xt+τi∆Zt+εit (6)

where Ct, Xt and Zt are averages of the dependent variable and the regressors across states,

computed at every time period t.

The four columns of Table 9 present the estimates from Equation 6, with columns (1) and

(2) making use of gross and net housing wealth, respectively, while columns (3) and (4) use

the same structure but exclude the debt gap from the long run.19 The CCEPMG estimates

show that all the long-run coefficients are highly statistically significant and have the expected

sign.20 In particular, a 10% increase in gross housing wealth would lead to an increase in real

PCE of 0.5%, whereas it is harder to uncover a statistically significant effect from net housing

wealth. Furthermore, the long run elasticity of consumption to income is found to be between

0.7 and 0.8. The total debt ratio is highly statistically significant in all specifications. One

interpretation is that, in the long run, the misalignments of debt from its equilibrium should

be closed, therefore suggesting that this estimate shows the effects of a permanent increase in

equilibrium debt. Finally, in columns (1) and (2) the debt gap is highly significant in the long

run exerting a downward force on consumption, supporting our previous results.21

If one believes that the debt gap should be closed in the long run, implying that deviations

of the debt ratio from an estimated equilibrium level driven by economic fundamentals cannot

persist indefinitely, then one can argue that the debt gap should be excluded from the long-run

specification. We do that in columns (3) and (4). Overall, the results remain broadly similar,

with the short-run negative effect of the debt gap being strongly significant, suggesting that

increases in the debt gap weigh on consumption growth in the short run. The debt ratio has

a positive sign in the short run, implying a negative effect from deleveraging on consumption

growth.

The joint analysis of the coefficient on the debt ratio and the debt gap leads to some interesting

results about the impact of household indebtedness on consumption over the long term. In

19Pesaran et al. (1999) show that the PMG estimator remains valid in the presence of regressors with order of
integration of both I(0) and I(1).

20Moreover, the speed of adjustment is negative and statistically significant in all specifications, supporting
the cointegration hypothesis between consumption and the set of long-term determinants included in the model.

21The CD test suggests that the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence in the residuals cannot be firmly
rejected in the case of CCEPMG once cross-section averages of the variables are used as additional regressors.
In particular, for all specifications from columns (1) to (4) we can no longer reject the null hypothesis at the 1%
significance level. This suggests that the CCEPMG augmentation represents a significant improvement over the
standard PMG model in terms of dealing with cross-sectional dependence.
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particular, and similarly to what was found previously with the FE estimations, the nature of

the indebtedness determines whether debt has a positive or negative impact on consumption.

Debt accumulation can support consumption growth over the long run, as long as there is no

disequilibrium, in the sense that the level of actual debt is in line with its estimated equilibrium

debt. In the same spirit, deleveraging per se is not necessarily harmful for consumption growth

over the long run, as long as it serves to correct for excessive levels of debt. To make our case

clearer, if one were to assume that an increase in household debt would be the result of improving

economic conditions, which support an increase in equilibrium debt, then the debt gap would

remain unchanged. In this scenario, the impact of debt would be in line with the “benign” view

on debt described in the literature review: a 10-percentage point increase in the debt-to-income

ratio would lead to higher consumption by roughly 2-3% in the long term.

Table 9: CCEPMG estimation

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Long-run

Log Wealth 0.048*** 0.048***
(0.015) (0.013)

Log Net wealth 0.005 0.010
(0.007) (0.006)

Log Income 0.728*** 0.806*** 0.764*** 0.788***
(0.042) (0.044) (0.039) (0.041)

Debtt−1 0.238*** 0.268*** 0.232*** 0.203***
(0.033) (0.031) (0.029) (0.027)

Debt gapt−1 -0.329*** -0.343***
(0.036) (0.035)

Speed of Adjustment -0.481*** -0.469*** -0.514*** -0.529***
(0.072) (0.068) (0.079) (0.073)

Short-run

∆Debtt−1 0.019* 0.026** 0.009* 0.009***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.004) (0.004)

∆Debt gapt−1 -0.008 -0.014
(0.010) (0.011)

Debt gapt−1 -0.134*** -0.110***
(0.028) (0.027)

Constant -0.244 -0.410 -0.187 -0.274
(0.292) (0.252) (0.320) (0.269)

Observations 2,754 2,646 2,754 2,646
CD test 0.014 0.014 0.013 0.026

Hausman test 0.270 0.516 0.172 0.630

Notes: Estimates with the common correlated effects specification of the
Pooled Mean Group (PMG) estimator – CCEPMG. The dependent vari-
able is the logarithm of the four-quarter moving average (4MA) of real
PCE. The differenced variables are in quarterly annualised terms and
hence the speed of adjustment is reported on an annual basis. The speci-
fications with net housing wealth exclude Nevada and South Dakota. For
the CCEPMG we include the following cross-section averages: dependent
variable, housing wealth, income, debt-to-income ratio, the debt gap and
loan-to-value ratio. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. Asterisks,
*, **, ***, denote, respectively, statistical significance at the 10, 5 and
1% levels. The CD test based on Pesaran (2004) reports p-values under
the null hypothesis that the model exhibits cross-sectional independence
of the residuals. The Hausman test compares the PMG with the Mean
Group (MG) estimator and reports p-values under the null hypothesis
that the PMG estimator is both efficient and consistent, i.e. that the
long-run homogeneity restriction in the PMG is valid.

If, however, the accumulation of debt is not supported by a rise in the debt capacity of house-

holds, but by a corresponding rise in the debt gap – if equilibrium debt were to remain unchanged
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– then based on columns (1) and (2) the same 10-percentage point increase in the debt-to-income

ratio would lower consumption by a similar amount in the long term, thereby offsetting the pos-

itive impetus from the leveraging process.

6 Out-of-sample contributions to consumption over 2013-14

With the on-going recovery in the United States, the deleveraging process appears to be already

over at the US national level. In this context, one might reasonably expect household debt to

support consumption growth going forward as long as the increase in debt does not lead to a

widening of the debt gap. This is indeed what our out-of-sample results show for the 2013-

14 period, where PCE growth picked up to an average of 2.4% compared with an average of

1.4% in the previous 6 years. Our estimates suggest that the closing of the debt gap, via both

deleveraging and an improvement in equilibrium debt (reflecting better economic conditions),

accounted for almost one-fifth of the acceleration in PCE growth between the two aforementioned

periods (Table 10). The upturn in house prices, which led to an important increase in housing

wealth, accounted for roughly half of that acceleration. In contrast, income – the other main

traditional determinant of consumption – failed to pick up during this period. Finally, the

significant improvement in the labour market over the last two years had a prominent role in

supporting consumption growth.

Table 10: Out-of-sample contribution to the pick-up in PCE growth in 2013-14

Variable 2007-2012 2013-14 Change Contribution %
∆4PCE 1.4 2.4 1.0 1.0 100

∆4Wealth -3.5 2.4 5.9 0.5 52.3
∆4Income 1.6 1.5 -0.1 0.0 -2.4

Debt (∆4Debt) 91.1 (-1.0) 81.0 (-0.9) -10.2 0.0 0.1
Debt gap 9.2 -1.9 -11.1 0.2 18.6

UR (∆4UR) 7.1 (0.5) 6.2 (-0.8) -0.9 0.4 35.6
Other/unexplained 0.0 4.2

Authors’ calculations based on fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the de-
pendent variable is the year-on-year change in real PCE. The table reports averages for all
the US states. Due to data unavailability, for the 2013-14 period we construct the state-
averages of PCE growth, debt-to-income and the debt gap by relying on data from the US
aggregate.

7 Concluding remarks

The leveraging and subsequent deleveraging cycle in the US household sector played a significant

role in affecting the performance of economic activity in the years around the Great Recession. In

this context, our study adds to the recent strand of literature on household finance, such as Mian

and Sufi (2010), Mian et al. (2013), and Dynan (2012), by modelling separately the effects of two

distinct concepts of debt on US consumption growth: deleveraging, a flow concept, related to the

persistent declines in the debt-to-income ratio, and the debt overhang, which refers to the stock

of debt in excess of an estimated equilibrium. Our main finding suggests that the excessive

indebtedness of US households and the balance-sheet adjustment that followed have had a

meaningful negative impact on consumption growth over and beyond the traditional effects from

income and wealth around the time of the Great Recession and the early years of the recovery.
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The prevalence of the effect for those states which appear to have accumulated particularly severe

imbalances might be indicative of non-linearities, whereby indebtedness begins to bite only when

there is a sizeable misalignment from the debt level dictated by economic fundamentals.

Our main results suggest that the nature of the indebtedness determines what is the ultimate

impact of debt on consumption. Against the background of the on-going recovery in the United

States, where the deleveraging process appears to be already over at the US national level,

one might expect household debt to support consumption growth going forward as long as the

increase in debt does not lead to a widening of the debt gap. This is indeed what our out-

of-sample results show for the 2013-14 period, with both deleveraging and an improvement in

equilibrium debt (reflecting better economic conditions) accounting for almost one-fifth of the

acceleration in PCE growth between this period and the preceding 6 years. The upturn in house

prices, which led to an important increase in housing wealth, accounted for roughly half of that

acceleration.

Looking ahead, in the absence of further negative shocks to the housing market, and assuming

that households take on more debt in line with the fundamentals – implying that the debt gap

remains closed – then consumption growth should be again supported by the on-going debt

dynamics. Nevertheless, the significant heterogeneity among US states highlights the possibility

that households in some states with unfavourable debt dynamics could still see their consumption

growth being held back.
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Appendix

A Data sources and descriptive statistics

Table A.1: Descriptive statistics

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
∆4PCE 2856 2.8 2.5 -5.3 14.6
∆4Retail sales proxy 2576 1.4 9.1 -45.6 88.1
∆4Wealth 2856 2.5 7.6 -24.8 42.0
∆4Income 2856 2.5 2.8 -11.2 17.5
∆4Debt 2652 1.8 6.2 -30.0 33.7
Debt gap 2856 2.9 10.6 -32.1 98.0
Interest rate 2856 4.0 1.3 1.3 6.7
∆4UR 2856 0.2 1.2 -5.4 6.0
∆4LTV 2703 -0.2 2.2 -17.5 10.8

Source: Albuquerque et al. (2015), Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Census Bureau, Federal Housing Fi-
nance Agency, Federal Housing Finance Board, FRBNY/Equifax
Consumer Credit Panel, and authors’ calculations.

Table A.2: Panel unit-root tests (p-values)

Retail PCE Debt Debt Income Wealth Net Interest UR LTV
sales gap wealth

Levin-Lin-Chu
No constant 0.769 1.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.094

With constant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.893 0.000 0.000 0.000
No means 0.000 0.000 0.215 0.388 0.003 0.023 0.967 0.000 0.000 0.000

Breitung

No constant 0.466 1.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.001 0.000 1.000 0.000
With constant 0.000 1.000 0.962 0.080 1.000 0.895 0.003 0.011 0.985 0.097

No means 0.000 0.820 0.001 0.006 1.000 0.622 0.003 0.006 0.820 0.016
Robust 0.000 0.587 0.554 0.208 1.000 0.470 0.285 0.373 0.477 0.076

Im-Pesaran-Shin
Uncorr. errors 0.000 0.040 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.028 0.918 0.000 1.000 0.763

No means 0.000 0.000 0.067 0.001 0.999 0.479 1.000 1.000 0.994 0.996
Correl. errors 0.000 0.005 0.574 0.005 1.000 0.373 0.954 0.000 0.141 0.000

Fisher

ADF 0.000 0.452 0.001 0.004 1.000 0.098 1.000 0.000 0.066 0.000
PP 0.000 0.318 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.039 0.995 0.000 0.998 0.007

ADF (no means) 0.000 0.028 0.865 0.107 1.000 0.609 0.992 0.000 0.477 0.000
PP (no means) 0.000 0.000 0.254 0.001 1.000 0.810 1.000 0.629 0.642 0.122

I(1) at the 1% level 14% 64% 64% 29% 86% 93% 71% 29% 79% 50%

Notes: The tests are based on the null hypothesis that the variables are I(1).

Table A.3: Panel cointegration tests based on Westerlund (2007)

Variables Test Value p-valuea p-valueb

PCE, Wealth, Income and Debt

Gτ -18.018 0.000 0.000
Gα -6.088 0.000 0.000
Pτ -13.432 0.000 0.000
Pα -9.551 0.000 0.000

PCE, Wealth, Income, Debt and Debt gap

Gτ -20.743 0.000 0.000
Gα -4.017 0.000 0.000
Pτ -15.204 0.000 0.000
Pα -6.534 0.000 0.000

PCE, Net wealth, Income and Debt

Gτ -17.934 0.000 0.000
Gα -6.361 0.000 0.000
Pτ -13.021 0.000 0.000
Pα -9.782 0.000 0.000

PCE, Net wealth, Income, Debt and Debt gap

Gτ -20.056 0.000 0.000
Gα -4.005 0.000 0.000
Pτ -14.738 0.000 0.000
Pα -6.967 0.000 0.000

Notes: The results are for the four panel cointegration tests developed by Westerlund (2007). The null hypothesis is
no cointegration. PCE, Income, Wealth and Net wealth are in logs. All tests are implemented with a constant in the
regression. Lags and leads in the error correction test are chosen according to the Akaike criterion. See Persyn and
Westerlund (2008) for further details.
a p-values are based on the normal distribution.
b p-values based on the bootstrapped distribution (500 bootstrap replications used), which are robust to the presence
of cross-sectional dependence.
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B Additional tables and figures

Figure B.1: Household debt-to-income ratio and private consumption over current and past
business cycles

Household debt-to-income ratio Private consumption expenditures

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Federal Reserve Board and authors' calculations.

Notes: Zero marks the start of each recession, where the index assumes the value of 100. The x-axis refers to quarters. According to the NBER, there have been 10 recessions in the US 
since 1950, with the latest one starting in 2007Q4.
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Figure B.2: US official retail sales and aggregated RS proxy (% yoy, nominal)
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  Source: US Census, authors’ calculations. 
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Figure B.3: US official PCE and state-aggregated, interpolated PCE (% yoy, nominal)

 

Source: BEA, authors’ calculations.   

Note: The official national PCE data is the 2013 vintage since the experimental state-level PCE data  
(used for the interpolation) does not take into account the subsequent July 2014 national revisions to NIPAs. 

Figure B.4: In-sample fit of US PCE growth from FE estimation (% yoy, real)
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 Source: BEA, authors’ calculations.   
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Figure B.5: Average developments in economic indicators for high vs low deleveraging states
Average developments in economic indicators for high vs low deleveraging states 
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Note: “High deleveraging states” are those states that featured the largest declines in their household debt-to-income ratios between the 
peak for each state and 2012Q4, defined by the 90th percentile. These include Arizona, California, Florida, Hawaii, Nevada and South 
Dakota. The “low deleveraging states” are those that featured the smallest declines, defined as the 10th percentile and include Arkansas, 
Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, North Dakota and West Virginia. 
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Table B.1: Fixed effects: Retail Sales proxy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

∆4Wealth 0.103** 0.096** 0.102** 0.091** 0.094** 0.077* 0.075*
(0.044) (0.044) (0.038) (0.042) (0.041) (0.044) (0.044)

∆4Income 0.861*** 0.814*** 0.840*** 0.810*** 0.824*** 0.796*** 0.797***
(0.188) (0.222) (0.193) (0.219) (0.220) (0.220) (0.221)

∆4Debtt−1 0.008 0.005 0.023 0.033 0.035
(0.088) (0.085) (0.087) (0.087) (0.087)

Debt gapt−1 -0.009 -0.010 -0.017 -0.012 -0.012
(0.032) (0.034) (0.035) (0.035) (0.036)

Interest 5.480 5.343 5.349
(3.781) (3.639) (3.632)

∆4UR -0.906 -0.911
(0.751) (0.755)

∆4LTV -0.056
(0.081)

Observations 2,576 2,346 2,530 2,346 2,346 2,346 2,346
States 46 46 46 46 46 46 46

R-Squared 0.220 0.228 0.223 0.228 0.231 0.234 0.234
Hausman 0.959 0.006 0.808 0.015 0.038 0.073 0.052

Wald t-statistic 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Friedman test 0.005 0.010 0.004 0.009 0.014 0.017 0.018

Notes: Fixed effects regressions with time dummies where the dependent variable is the year-on-year
change in retail sales (RS) proxy. ∆4 denotes year-over-year percent changes for housing wealth and
income, while it refers to the year-over-year change for debt-to-income, the unemployment rate and
the loan-to-value ratio. Robust heteroskedastic and autocorrelation-consistent standard errors are
shown in parentheses. The Hausman test reports p-values under the null hypothesis that the random
effects estimator is both efficient and consistent. The Wald t-statistic is based on a joint test that
the coefficients on the time dummies are equal to 0 under the null hypothesis. The Friedman test
reports p-values under the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence of the residuals based on
Friedman (1937). Asterisks, *, **, ***, denote, respectively, statistical significance at the 10, 5 and
1% levels.
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Table B.2: PMG estimation

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Long-run

Log Wealth 0.098*** 0.065***
(0.016) (0.013)

Log Net wealth 0.048*** 0.030***
(0.009) (0.007)

Log Income 0.768*** 0.822*** 0.745*** 0.782***
(0.017) (0.017) (0.014) (0.011)

Debtt−1 -0.147*** -0.103*** -0.095*** -0.059***
(0.027) (0.026) (0.018) (0.013)

Debt gapt−1 -0.134*** -0.160***
(0.027) (0.031)

Speed of Adjustment -0.244*** -0.234*** -0.288*** -0.287***
(0.004) (0.003) (0.028) (0.028)

Short-run

∆Debtt−1 0.000 -0.001 0.006** 0.005**
(0.006) (0.006) (0.002) (0.003)

∆Debt gapt−1 0.010 0.011
(0.007) (0.007)

Debt gapt−1 -0.016 -0.021
(0.014) (0.015)

Constant 0.385*** 0.360*** 0.634*** 0.624***
(0.021) (0.018) (0.057) (0.057)

Observations 2,754 2,646 2,754 2,646
CD test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Hausman test 0.030 0.051 0.017 0.054

Notes: Estimates with the Pooled Mean Group (PMG) estimator. The
dependent variable is the logarithm of the four-quarter moving average
(4MA) of real PCE. The differenced variables are in quarterly annualised
terms and hence the speed of adjustment is reported on an annual basis.
The specifications with net housing wealth exclude Nevada and South
Dakota. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. Asterisks, *, **, ***,
denote, respectively, statistical significance at the 10, 5 and 1% levels.
The CD test based on Pesaran (2004) reports p-values under the null
hypothesis that the model exhibits cross-sectional independence of the
residuals. The Hausman test compares the PMG with the Mean Group
(MG) estimator and reports p-values under the null hypothesis that the
PMG estimator is both efficient and consistent, i.e. that the long-run
homogeneity restriction in the PMG is valid.
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